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Bridging Week Fundraiser

JULY 2018

The Student Association raised £104.21 during Bridging Week to support those affected by the Grenfell
Tower Fire with bucket collections around College.

Macmillan World’s Biggest
Coffee Morning 
SEPTEMBER 2017
Students and staff kindly baked a selection of cakes
and biscuits to raise funds for the annual MacMillan’s
world’s biggest coffee morning. They managed to raise £329.55, which is a fantastic amount of cakes
sold and donations made and is triple what was made at last year’s coffee morning. Thank you to all who
supported.

Children in Need



NOVEMBER 2017
The Student Association embraced Children in Need
activities this year, decorating the Common Room and
corridors with Pudsey Bears and Spots and making
waffles, a chocolate fountain and milkshakes. Staff
and students were encouraged to wear spots too, in
return for a donation in the collection buckets. Overall
they raised £329.90 for Children in Need.

Battle of the Bands

DECEMBER 2017

This year’s Battle of the Bands was a sell out and hosted some very
strong talent from across College, their music referencing a variety
of music styles.
The final 5 acts were Cuttlefish Orchestra, Tariro, Optik Parody,
Elise Markey and Neon Waves, all of whom put on a good show.
As always, however, there could only be one winner and Tariro,
with her soulful and powerful voice, won the student vote and
£200 of recording time at the Forum.
We look forward to hearing more from her in the future.

Raising Money for MIND

APRIL 2018
The Student Association were visited at
their final meeting of the academic year by
Christine Thompson and Graham Porteous,
representatives from MIND. Student Gina
Bibby explained how they had raised
money for MIND over the course of the
year and then presented a cheque, with
fellow student Danny Brown, for the overall
yearly total of £709.80. This included
£106.05 raised on Christmas Jumper Day
in December; £76.95 raised in a Valentine’s
Day bake sale in February and £133.55
raised from a sweet sale in March.

Presidential Elections

MAY 2018

The Student Association have recently voted for their new President and Vice President for the coming
academic year. This year’s candidates competed for the posts creating marketing posters and short
videos as part of their promotional campaign. Kion Sharma was elected as the new President and
Andrew Brown as Vice President.
Kion is currently studying Biology,
Chemistry and Modern History and, in
addition, is working towards an Extended
Project. He intends to apply to study
Medicine at degree level.
Andrew is currently studying Geology,
Further Maths and Physics, whilst playing
the cello in the College’s Music Ensemble.
Sarah Steel, Student Services Coordinator,
stated, “Both students are passionate about
listening to the student voice and making
positive changes to the College experience
for all. I think they will lead a strong team
and work well together. I look forward to
working with them this coming academic
year.”

QE Interact Club
Stanhope Park’s Spring Clean

APRIL 2018

Members of the Interact Club joined forces with Darlington Friends of the Earth
and Darlington Borough Council to carry out a litter pick in Stanhope Park as
part of Litter Free Durham’s annual Big Spring Clean event. The initiative aims to
encourage communities to come together and clean up local areas, in addition
to making them more aware of the impact waste has on the environment. The
students, armed with litter pickers and high visibility jackets, voluntarily gave
up their lunchtime to collect rubbish around the park and surrounding streets
and they managed to fill several sacks, contributing to a cleaner environment for
both their peers and local residents.

Easter Egg Delivery

APRIL 2018

The Interact Club continued to make a positive impact on the community by organising an Easter
egg collection for the local women’s refuge. The group encouraged both staff and students to donate
chocolate eggs for Family Help Darlington CIO, a registered charity that aims to provide safe, temporary
accommodation for women and children escaping domestic abuse. The response was overwhelming
with Interact Club members Alicia Stewart and Jade Turnbull delivering two
large sacks of donations to the shelter just before the Easter break. In fact,
there were so many Easter eggs given that a refuge centre in Middlesbrough
also benefitted from this wonderful act of kindness. The students now hope to
continue working with Family Help Darlington CIO by creating cookery activity
packs for the children to enjoy during their time there.
Reflecting upon her visit to the shelter, Alicia commented, “It’s great to make a
difference to people who are less fortunate than us. No matter how big or small the
Easter eggs were, they were all warmly received”. Nancy Wall, Co-ordinator of the
Interact Club, added, “Whilst we were at the refuge, a girl approached us to say
thank you for her egg and it makes you realise how lucky you are. I am extremely
proud of the Interact Club for organising the collection and look forward to working
with Family Help Darlington CIO in the future”.

Namibia Book Collection

APRIL 2018

The Interact Club adhered to their motto of ‘service before self’ by organising a collection of books and
teaching resources for a primary school in rural Namibia. The chosen school serves a wide catchment
area and teaches 240 pupils, many of whom board there during term time due to how far they must
travel. The Namibian government contributes 53p per child per day to the school and parents pay £90
per year in fees with donations making up the remaining funds.
Members of the Interact Club were able to gather
32kg of materials, which were delivered to the school
by the group’s co-ordinator, Nancy Wall, during the
Easter break and put to good use almost immediately.
She explained, “It’s incredibly easy to forget how lucky
we are in the United Kingdom with regards to access
to education. The education system in Africa is very
different and not everyone can afford to send their child
to school. The Namibian children loved the books and
started to read them within an hour of my arrival. We
hope to continue supporting this school in the future”.

The Arts
Art Study Visit to Venice

FEBRUARY 2018

In February, 40 Art and Design students were lucky enough to visit Venice during the annual Carnevale.
It was an opportunity to see a very colourful Venice, fortunately without the flooding, despite all of them
packing wellies!
The Carnevale included lots of street entertainment and the wearing of traditional costumes and masks.
The students were researching for either their Final Major Project for Art Foundation or their A Level
Exam Component and had the opportunity to see a variety of traditional and contemporary art in the
Accademia, The Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Ca Pesaro, The Doges Palace and the Palazzo Mocenigo.
They also ventured across the lagoon to the Islands of Murano and Burano to see traditional glass
making, lace making and the picturesque, vibrantly painted houses in Burano

Textiles Visit to Beamish 
APRIL 2018
In April, 30 Textiles students visited Beamish to record Primary Research
for their Personal Investigation for Component 1. We were lucky enough that the sun shone all day,
making it much easier to record the outdoors through photography and primary drawing.
Students also had the opportunity to see examples of
traditional textiles, to discuss these with museum staff and
have access to the museum’s archives.
All students will develop work in response to their visit to
Beamish. It offered such a diverse range of starting points
for their personal investigation from carousel horses, to
natural forms, to architecture, to transport, to fonts and
signage, to objects etc. and Beamish are very keen to see
their work on completion.

Knitting and Stitch Show 

NOVEMBER 2017

In November, 30 Textiles students visited the Knitting and
Stitching Show in Harrogate to record information for
their A Level coursework on fashion and textiles by both
established contemporary designers and new graduates.
There was also an opportunity to speak to major
universities who offer courses in these areas and
participate in fashion and textiles workshops to learn
new skills or extend their existing skill base.

Darlington Operatics
Textile students Rebecca Jackson, Emily Rees, Macy Garwood and Alex Hutchinson have been working
with Darlington Operatics Society on their productions of West Side Story, Strictly Musical 2 and Priscilla
Queen of the Desert.
The students contributed by designing and making the costumes for the Shark Girls in West Side Story,
making alterations for Strictly Musicals 2 and made hats
and costumes for the funeral scene in Priscilla. Sarah Steel,
Teacher of Textiles, said,
“It has been a fantastic opportunity for all of them, as they
wish to progress to university in a related field. Getting such
quality fashion and textiles work experience locally is very
fortunate and we thank Darlington Operatic Society for
accommodating us. Working backstage has allowed the
students to understand fashion and textiles beyond the
classroom and put working in the costume industry into a
reality.”

Environment Photography Exhibition

MAY 2017

Photography students took the opportunity to showcase their personal project work based on the
environment in an ‘Environment’ photography exhibition. The images exhibited were created using
technical and aesthetical skills developed whilst studying on the A-Level Photography course. The
collection of work featured in the exhibition was captured in a variety of locations including Darlington,
Newcastle, Whitby, Redcar, Manchester, Rome, New York and Los
Angeles.
The course provides students with a fantastic opportunity to capture
the local and surrounding areas but also discover destinations
outside the UK to experience and document different cultures, art
influences and galleries. Students are able to explore both digital
and hand rendered editing processes through guided workshops
and this is followed up with individual enquiries enabling students
to develop skills relevant to selected themes.
Students who had work featured in the exhibition were as follows:
Amy Austin, Hannah Bartram, Alisha Edge, Lauren Gill, Jessica
Moresby-White, Jordan Oliver, Amelia Rogers, Callum Spence,
Charlotte Roberts, Chloe Rennie, Danny Brown, Emily Webster,
Isobel Davidson, Rebecca Simmons, Robert Ellison, Emily Pritchard,
Emily Rees, Jack Hodgson, Kenedie Wilson, Fahran Thurston, George
Bell, Jordan Hewitt, Anna Pounder, Jasmine McGuiness, Jessica Hull,
Jordan Hewitt, Sam Wagstaff, Zara Shamlou, Otto Speight, Eoghan
Ross, Sophie Hodson, Millie Bell and Jordan Currie.

College Music Students are Note Perfect

MAY 2017

Music students showed their amazing talents by participating in the inaugural Leschinski Memorial
Concert. The concert was performed to a sell-out audience and was dedicated to the memory of Mrs
Olga Leschinski, a piano teacher from Berlin, who was a refugee from Communist Russia and was later
murdered by the Nazis. The varied programme included performances from the five College ensembles,
including the Classical Choir, Orchestra, Rock Choir, Baroque Ensemble and Big Band, directed by Music
teachers Simon Fleming and Steve McGarvie.
Prizes were also awarded to Simon Chorley
(Best Musician), Naomi Hastings (Biggest
Contribution to the Music Department)
and Flea Pybus (Most Improved Musician).
The students received a standing ovation
from the audience at the conclusion of the
concert, following words of congratulations
from Principal Tim Fisher. Steve McGarvie
commented, “The concert was of a very high
standard and this year’s students have proven to
be one of the best groups of musicians we have
ever had at the College”. Student, Peter Kirkman, said, “It was a thrilling evening, and the best way to end my
time at QE”. The Music department is now planning future concerts, including the Baroque Ensemble’s
concert ‘Bach to the Future’ at St Cuthbert’s Church in November and a spring tour to Barcelona.

QE Students Snap up Top Prizes

JUNE 2017

A Level Photography students have been triumphant at a regional Young Photographer Competition.
The students had the opportunity to enter a live photography competition in association with the
Richmond Rotary Club. They captured images in response to ‘A Moment in Time’, a
subject open to interpretation. Vicky Snowball, Photography teacher, said,
“The competition presented a great opportunity for the students to respond in a
personal way capturing moments of time in their lives. It is refreshing to see student
talent rewarded by accredited, professional photographers in the industry”.
The presentation evening was held at the Richmondshire Museum, Richmond
and the evening showcased fantastic photography work from all categories
including junior, intermediate and the senior category, which allowed students
up to the age of 18 to enter. Students were extremely successful in the senior
category with Emily Webster winning £40 for first place; Daniel Brown collecting
£30 for second place and Robert Ellison collecting £20 for third place. Students
also won a day’s work experience with professional photographer Garry
Brannigan, who has worked in the industry for over 40 years.
Robert Carey, President of the Richmond Rotary Club, presented students with a certificate, prize money
and an invitation to work with Garry on Saturday 1st July in the Dales. Jordan Oliver, Jessica Hull and El
Dewar also received a certificate for coming highly commended in the competition. Jos Huddleston,
Young Photographer Competition Coordinator, commented, “The quality of the work was wonderful and
gave our judges a long and difficult task. They were so impressed by the thoughtfulness of the students and
the quality of the work submitted. I have received so many positive comments on the quality of the work, and
the commitment of the students and the College.”

Film-making Success for QE Students

JUNE 2017

Four Media and Film Studies students have been recognised as filmmakers of the future in a prestigious
national competition. The four film enthusiasts, Luke Hetherington, Richard Jones, Matthew Ingham
and Jacob Crow, used their knowledge and skills developed over the course of their A Level study to set
up their own film production company. Producing a series of independent short films, they used the
Youtube platform to digitally distribute them. Being highly proactive students, the boys entered one of
their pieces into the prestigious Media Magazine production awards
and have been shortlisted as finalists. The QE students have been
invited to London where their film will be screened and the winner of
the short film category announced.
Jacob explained, “ ‘Out of Depth’ was a short film we made and then
submitted as part of our Film Studies coursework. It’s a crime drama film
about a young man who tries to get into a gang, inspired by films like
‘Drive’ and ‘Locke’. We incorporated elements of the neo-noir genre, after
learning various skills in Film and Media Studies.”
Richard added, “It’s gratifying to see that the hard work we’ve put into filmmaking has paid off. The possibility
of winning an award is one of the best things an aspiring film maker can receive. It brings us one step closer to
the careers that we dream of attaining.”
Nicola Naisbett, Media Course Leader, said, “This is a fantastic opportunity for the four students and such
an honour to be shortlisted. The boys are well deserving candidates for the awards and have impressed me
greatly over the course of the last two years with their drive and ambition to succeed in the film industry.
They have taken the skills developed in the classroom and developed them to an excellent standard. It is very
satisfying to know that we are producing independent learners who are inspired by their A Level study, proving
themselves to be highly employable and talented media producers. We are very proud of them.”

National Media Success for QE Student

JUNE 2017

A Level Media Studies student Erin Charnley has had her work celebrated by a national media company.
An aspiring film and television producer, Erin wrote a highly academic and thought provoking article
on the representation of women in Disney films, which is being published in
the prestigious Media Magazine. Her piece examines how increasingly
progressive representations of women are helping to shape future
generations and comment on the role of women in contemporary
society. Erin’s article examines the validity of feminist film theory
and applies it to recent Disney films including Frozen (2013),
Wreck it Ralph (2013), Big Hero Six (2014) and Moana (2016).
Impressively, Erin has combined her subject knowledge, creative
skill and technical understanding of journalistic writing to
produce an article that was commended by the publishers of
Media Magazine.
Erin said, “I feel so grateful for this opportunity and was honoured to
hear that my article was being published. This experience has given me
a greater understanding of how the publishing and magazine industry
works and is something I will take with me in the future. The article focussed on
an important topic to me: feminism. Currently women are still struggling for equality and it is something that
strikes home with me time and time again and I am glad that I was able to shed more light on the subject in
my article.”
Media Studies teacher Nicola Naisbett said, “This is an excellent achievement for Erin and something she
should be very proud of. We are dedicated to helping students develop employability skills and widen their
interest and participation in media beyond the confines of the A Level specification. Having a published
article in Media Magazine, with a national readership, is impressive and a great asset to her portfolio that will
undoubtedly contribute to a remarkable career in the media industry.”

Moulding Media Mindsets

SEPTEMBER 2017

70 A Level Media Studies students recently participated in an inspiring Music Video Study Day to develop
their knowledge and technical skills in practical music video production. The morning consisted of ‘top
tips’ for music video production, followed by a practical filming session where students recreated a music
video by the band Strokes using a multi-camera and continuous lighting set-up. All of the students were
able to get to grips with performing, directing and operating the different cameras, honing their skills in
shot composition, camera movement and directing. During the afternoon session, students engaged in a
practical video editing workshop using Adobe Premier to edit an extract of a music video.
The event not only provided the students with an opportunity
to enhance their performance and technical skills, but also
motivated and inspired them to strive for the highest grade
possible in their Advanced Media portfolio. Student Rob Ellison
commented, “The Study Day provided me with a detailed insight
into the making of a music video and I learnt new camera and
lighting techniques, which I can incorporate into my own work”.
Jay Parsons, who would like to work in the media industry in
the future, added, “I gained many tips on how to maximise my
progress in the coursework unit whilst also having fun”.
Nicola Naisbett, Course Leader of A Level Media Studies,
concluded, “The Music Video Study Day was a huge success. It
was very rewarding to see the students having fun whilst developing practical video production skills that will
enhance their A Level coursework and prepare them for work in the creative industries. I am proud of them all
for rising to the challenges presented to them and thriving in all of the different roles”.

Commemorating St. Cuthbert’s Church

SEPTEMBER 2017

QE’s Classical Choir, comprised of both staff and students, helped
launch St. Cuthbert’s Church’s Heritage Open Weekend in Darlington
with a short lunchtime concert on Friday 8th September. Following
their standing ovation in Italy earlier this year, the choir performed a
number of different pieces including The Lord is my Shepherd by Howard
Goodall, famously used as the theme song to comedy series The Vicar of
Dibley. There was also music by Palestrina, Thomas Attwood, John Rutter
and an arrangement of the Beatles’ song, Across the Universe, with the
choir once again being showered with cheers and rounds of applause.
Simon Fleming, Head of Music at QE and who directed the choir, explained, “This was the first time that QE
have performed music at St. Cuthbert’s Church. It was a fantastic opportunity and a wonderful experience to
perform in a place so intrinsically linked with the history of Darlington”.
Student Naomi Hastings, who performs with the Classical Choir and who plays the flute, piano and sings,
added, “The concert was a great experience. I have never been inside St. Cuthbert’s Church before so it was
amazing to visit it and perform with the choir. Music at QE provides you with an abundance of opportunities
to visit places you would not normally be able to”.

Making Magical Music

SEPTEMBER 2017

A level Music students have been inspired by working with the Avison
Ensemble, one of the UK’s most prestigious Baroque Ensembles. This
ensemble consists of internationally renowned musicians including Pavlo
Beznosiuk, one of the foremost violinists in the country, and the cellist
Richard Tunnicliffe.
During workshops, the students received individual tuition and the
chance to perform alongside such illustrious musicians. At the conclusion
of the day, all those involved gave a short concert. The music performed
included the A minor violin concerto by Bach, with students Fiona and Rachel Todd as the soloists, and a
flute concerto by Vivaldi known as ‘The Goldfinch’, with student Aelfleda Pybus as the solo flautist. There
were also works by the Newcastle composer Charles Avison and a finely played cello concerto by the
Durham composer John Garth, who is buried at Darlington’s St Cuthbert’s Church. The solo cellist was
Frances Ashdown.
Dr Simon Fleming, Head of Music, said, “It was a wonderful experience for all our students involved. To be
given the opportunity to perform music that they are studying alongside professional musicians was a hugely
rewarding experience. The quality of music produced was exceptional”.
Student Michael Horner added, “I thoroughly enjoyed working with the Avison Ensemble. It was an
inspirational experience, led by talented and friendly musicians.”

The fashion of Balenciaga fascinates QE students
NOVEMBER 2017
A Level Textiles and Art Foundation students recently had the opportunity to attend a presentation by
Anne Haworth, lecturer at the Victoria & Albert Museum in London, about the Balenciaga exhibition
currently being staged by the museum. Cristóbal Balenciaga founded his luxury fashion house almost
100 years ago and his ideas continue to influence contemporary fashion designers today.
Students were highly engaged by the lecture, which explored Balenciaga’s life and the impact his key
fashion garments have had in shaping today’s couture fashions. Anne examined Balenciaga’s skills in
recreating the female form, avoiding emphasis on the waist and utilising the effect of fullness, volume
and drapery to carefully select fabrics that were used to create garments considered innovative and
pioneering at that time.

Zara Shamlou, Art Foundation student and fashion
specialist, explained, “I am fascinated by the unique
way in which Balenciaga worked, inspiring new ways of
constructing shapes and forms,” whilst Jade Cook, A Level
Textiles student, added, “It was an excellent presentation
and truly interesting to learn about the history of
Balenciaga and the designer himself”.
Anne described her visit as ‘vibrant, wonderful
and engaging’. She commented, “It was fantastic to
explore the life and work of Balenciaga with such lovely
students”. Sarah Steel, Teacher of Textiles, concluded,
“We were very lucky to be able to host such a high
profile lecture. Anne was incredibly knowledgeable, engaging and made Balenciaga’s work very accessible to
the students by contextualising it with contemporary fashion design. We are also very grateful to the North
Yorkshire and South Durham Arts Society for sponsoring the event and for contributing prizes to a competition
to be launched in local schools and colleges based on the Balenciaga lecture and the theme of ‘Form and
Function’”.

QE musicians release first CD

MAY 2018

Music students have recorded and produced their
own CD that is now on sale to the public. The CD
features the College’s Baroque Ensemble playing
a variety of music from the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries and includes pieces by Johann
Sebastian Bach, Antonio Vivaldi, Henry Purcell
and Arcangelo Corelli. The recording also pays
homage to the northeast region with the inclusion
of John Garth, a composer buried in Darlington’s
St. Cuthbert’s Church, and Charles Avison from
Newcastle.
Student Aelfleda Pybus, who plays both the flute
and violin, explained, “It was a wonderful experience
to be involved with the recording and to work with a group of such talented musicians. It was a real team
effort as we worked to perfect the repertoire”. Simon Fleming, Course Leader for A Level Music, added, “The
recording was a fantastic opportunity for our students. They worked exceptionally hard in the preparation and
production of this CD. Not only was it a new experience for all, they also raised their level of musicianship to
produce a genuinely first-class recording”. The CDs can be purchased from the College for £10.

Melody Makers
BTEC Music students have had a busy year gaining hands-on experience of life in the music industry.
Second year BTEC Music students completed a unit with a real industry brief set by Darlington’s Head of
Steam Museum. They performed classic railway themed country and blues songs live on the old station
platform, which were recorded and broadcast on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=QESFC+POP+17+head+of+steam

Second year student Sam Ward-Hardy set up a Samba
band workshop on Tuesday afternoons open to all
drummers. Sam had spent two weeks studying samba
music in Brazil and has recently received a Churchill
Trust scholarship to go back to Brazil in his year out of
education.
http://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/16074774.
Crook_musician_set_to_embark_on_Brazilian_
adventure/
Four students who formed the band Circus Villains left the course last year
but relocated together to Manchester and are playing weekly professional
gigs in the hub of the city’s music industry scene. They have released their
own recordings on Spotify, iTunes and YouTube and are set for success:
https://www.facebook.com/TheCircusVillains/

Professional saxophonist Matt Case, Industry Champion for the BTEC
Music course, has given two sax masterclasses with QE saxophonist Ted
Lonsdale. He has also arranged over a dozen professional bookings and
a weekly paid residency for another ex-student Emily Whitfield, a singer
who chose not to go to university but serve a musical ‘apprenticeship’ with
her act Les Devilles:
https://www.facebook.com/Les-DeVilles-755472651290627/

Humanities
Celebrating outstanding law students

JUNE 2017

QE is working in partnership with Latimer Hinks Solicitors to support the next generation of lawyers. The
two Darlington organisations are coming together to celebrate and reward the excellence of A Level Law
students.
Ten of the College’s top performing law students, including those who have made the most progress in
the subject, will each receive £125 from the Priestgate-based solicitors.
The long established Darlington law firm celebrated its 125th anniversary in 2017 with a series of legacy
initiatives, which aimed to support residents and organisations in the town.
Anne Elliott, Chief Executive at Latimer Hinks, said, “Over the years a number of people who have
contributed to the success of Latimer Hinks have studied at Queen Elizabeth Sixth Form.
These awards will not only recognise the most talented students, but will also reward those students who
have worked hard to improve their grades or overcome difficult circumstances to successfully complete their
courses. It is my hope that it will provide a confidence boost to those students and encourage them to consider
a career in law.

At the moment, many law students pursuing a
career in the industry choose to work in larger
cities, but it’s important that our home grown
talent consider a legal career here.
We wanted to make a positive contribution to the
people and community of Darlington and the
surrounding areas as part of our celebration of
Latimer Hinks’ 125th anniversary and this is one of
a number of initiatives we have planned.”
Principal Tim Fisher said, “We’re delighted
that Latimer Hinks is rewarding the hard work
of our Law students. Like QE, Latimer Hinks is
an organisation that has had a presence in
the town for a long time and has an excellent
reputation amongst local people, so it’s fantastic to be able to work together. These awards will provide
further motivation for our students studying law and offer them excellent role models to inspire their future
achievements.”
Among the winners were Cameron Brown and Jaz Kaur, who both achieved A* grades in their A Level
Law examinations and who are now studying at university in London. They were both named ‘Highest
achieving student’. The other eight recipients of the £125 prize included Matthew Pindar, who was
named ‘Highest achieving male student’ and Rebecca Heighington, who won ‘Highest achieving female
student’ for their outstanding AS results in Law. Elro Aspiras, Holly Hall, Connor Spence, Ben Taylor, Jessica
Hodgson and Georgia Arrowsmith also celebrated this wonderful recognition. Rebecca stated, “I’m
honoured to have received the Latimer-Hinks Law award and I’d like to specifically thank Anne Elliott as she
has provided an exceptional role model for women entering the legal profession, something which I intend
to do following studying Law at university.” Ben added, “I was glad all the work I put in during my first year
resulted in a very good AS grade. The award is the cherry on the cake!”

Visiting Professor

JUNE 2017

In June, the Psychology department
had the rare opportunity to host a visit
from the prominent neuropsychologist
Professor Adrian Raine. Professor
Raine is the chair of the Criminology
& Psychiatry Department of the
School of Medicine at the University of
Pennsylvania USA. He is a renowned
researcher and author on the
neurobiological and biosocial causes
of violent behaviour in children and
adults. Professor Raine is the author of
one of the core studies in the A Level
Psychology specification and originates
from Darlington. The students were
captivated by his presentation, particularly when he spoke about his research into the brain anatomy of
convicted murderers. It was a fantastic experience having Professor Raine in the College and speaking
with our students; he even had a good laugh at seeing his picture on the walls of our classrooms.

Lessons from Auschwitz Project 

OCTOBER 2017

Four students (Eeman Dad, Alex Murphy, Joe Phillipson & George
Southern) visited Auschwitz Concentration Camp in October as part of the
Lessons from Auschwitz Project. The students manned a display for the
October Open Evenings, took part in the Holocaust Memorial Day event
held at QE on 29th January and also delivered a History Club session to
their fellow students in February. They also visited Sedgefield School on
9th February to talk about their experiences with a group of Year 9 pupils.
Thanks to Chris Crozier and James Stubbs for organising the project
this year.

Behind Bars

OCTOBER 2017

Thirty-five QE Psychology and Sociology students travelled to Durham for the Behind Bars conference
in October. This conference aimed to broaden students’ appreciation of the prison experience and its
role in rehabilitation and retribution for committing crimes. Students explored the psychology behind
crime and the experience of committing crimes. They were also able to develop their understanding of
restorative justice, which is a major area on their A Level specification. One high point in the day was
when students had to identify which of the guest speakers had been imprisoned for murder and then
listened to his story. Students provided overwhelmingly positive feedback of the event. One student, Lev
Willams, who plans to study Law at university, said, “It gave me insight into a different perspective at looking
at violent crime and made me think differently about the role of the offender. The conference was so insightful
and I couldn’t stop talking about it for days afterwards.”

Brain Day and Lecture

NOVEMBER 2017

Psychology and Biology students enjoyed a “Brain Day” workshop in November with Dr Guy Sutton
(Associate Professor in the Psychiatry department at Nottingham University). It was a fast-paced,
interactive day taking students on a whistle-stop tour of current research in psychology and
neuroscience. They also participated in the dissection of a sheep’s brain. Students described the day
as “inspirational” and “amazing”. Dr Sutton was very impressed with the calibre of our students, saying
that he was able to cover more than he usually does because of our student’s ability to maintain
concentration and the level of questions they posed to him.
Also in November, Dr Helen Knight from Sunderland University, a former QE Psychology student, came
to the College and gave a fascinating and entertaining lecture on her work investigating neurocognitive
factors of addiction. This provided our Psychology students with an insight into the latest research in
one of the main topic areas for their A Level exams, in addition to discovering novel approaches to
investigating the thought processes of people facing alcohol addictions. Dr Knight was an inspiring
speaker and broadened our students’ perceptions on what they can achieve after their A Level studies.

Law Links



DECEMBER 2017

Jim Thompson, a second year student at QE, was selected to participate in
a prestigious residential programme run by the Social Mobility Foundation
with Linklaters Law firm in London. During the programme, Jim learned
about the different areas of law, practised his debating skills and increased
his awareness of risk management and employment issues in the legal
profession. In addition to the residential, he was also accepted onto
an Aspiring Professionals Programme delivered in Newcastle, where
he attended an Oxbridge admissions workshop and a range of skills
development workshops including ‘Making an Impression at Interviews’.

Jim commented, “All of my expenses were paid including my travel and accommodation at University College
London. Being at Linklaters, I learned about how to negotiate and massively improved my debating skills.
However, one of the best aspects of the scheme was meeting and making friends with people from all over the
country. Being on the Social Mobility Foundation programme definitely gave me the confidence to apply to
read Human, Social and Political Science at Cambridge, something that I may not have considered before. I
intend to convert to Law after university. I can definitely say to other students, if you can apply, do – it is an
amazing opportunity and an even better experience.”

Students show hospital patients that
they aren’t alone
DECEMBER 2017
A Level Health and Social Care students fully embraced the season
of goodwill by writing and delivering Christmas cards to patients at
Darlington Memorial Hospital and other care settings within the County
Durham and Darlington NHS Foundation Trust. The students visited a
ward to meet with patients and nurses and to distribute their Christmas
cards before liaising with the Hospital Communications team. Any
remaining cards were sent to other areas of the Trust, ensuring that
as many people as possible benefitted from this wonderful gesture of
goodwill.
Student, Charlotte Kirton, commented, “Christmas is a time when it’s really important to have people around
you, nobody should feel alone”, whilst Maisie Elliott explained, “Being in hospital can be a frightening time,
hopefully we have cheered people up and made them feel a little better”. Emma Dinsdale, Course Leader for
Health and Social Care, concluded, “When I initially asked students whether they would like to get involved in
the idea, they were resoundingly positive and enthusiastic in their response. By delivering these cards to people
who may not be able to spend the festive period with their family and friends, we hope that it will bring a smile
to their face to know that people are thinking of them”.

Inspirational Workshops

DECEMBER 2017

Forty A Level and GCSE (from Greenfield school) Psychology students attended a Science and Psychology
event at the Dolphin Centre. There were presentations looking at the psychology of dancing, magic and
hypnosis, along with looking at the role of science in Psychology. The conference was very hands on and
the students particularly enjoyed active participation in the Psychology of Dance workshop, where they
learned to identify personality traits from people’s dance moves.
The event was a great success and introduced students to new and exciting developments in the science;
one student commented, “It’s brought psychology to life and inspired me to study it at university”.

Improving International Relations

FEBRUARY 2018

How would you seek to improve international relations in the Middle East? This was the task presented
to A Level Politics students when they participated in a workshop delivered by Dr. Matthew Johnson
from Lancaster University. The students were divided into groups representing key players in the
politics of the region, including the Free Syrian Army faction, Iraq,
Iran and permanent UN Security Council members. One team also
represented the interests of ISIS allowing the others to negotiate
how they should respond to the threat posed by this militant group.
After conducting research into the primary interests and aims of the
organisations they had been assigned to, the students then took part
in a lobbying exercise where they attempted to build alliances and
thwart the objectives of those groups who they perceived to be their
biggest threats.

Reflecting upon the activity, student Amy Hewison commented, “The event was really interactive and I now
know a lot more about Kurdistan than I did before”, whilst Olli Wynn added, “We learnt how to cooperate with
countries diplomatically and it was really interesting to learn about the complexity of relations in the Middle
East”.
Dr. Johnson, who lectures in Politics at Lancaster University, explained, “Lancaster has a history of
engagement with schools and colleges in the North East, however I’ve seldom come across such enthusiastic
students and passionate teachers. The success of the day reflects the College’s investment in student
experiences and making links with leading universities”.
Tony Dabb, Course Leader for A Level Politics at QE, concluded, “We are delighted to be working with
Lancaster University again. We really appreciate this activity and the way it has been delivered by Dr. Johnson
because it gives an insight into international relations that other schools and colleges don’t have access to”.

When in Rome…

FEBRUARY / MARCH 2018

Forty-three History students and five staff visited Rome between the 28th February and 2nd March of this
year. It’s the fifth time the department
has visited Rome and each time the
programme is tailored to appeal
to both Modern and Tudor History
students. The group stayed in the heart
of the old city in the Hotel Pomezia and
were within walking distance of both
the Campo d’Fiori (Piazza of Flowers)
and the renaissance square, the Piazza
Navona. They ate in a local restaurant
each evening and took a number of
walking tours visiting the Trevi fountain,
the Trastevere district and an ice cream
parlour, which boasted over a hundred
different varieties of ‘gelati’. All students
visited the Vatican (with a guided tour
of the Sistine Chapel), the Colosseum, the Spanish Steps, the Pantheon and the monastery at Monte
Cassino (one hour south of Rome by coach). Monte Cassino has a sixth century Benedictine monastery
and is the site of one of the bloodiest battles of World War II. At other times the group broke up into two
with the Modern students visiting the Museum for the Liberation of Rome and the EUR district of Rome,
which features a number of examples of Fascist architecture. The Tudor students visited Il Jesu church
(the original Jesuit church), the Castel Sant’Angelo and the Capitoline Museum. Despite the unseasonably
cold weather, the whole trip was a resounding success and the students look back with fondness on a
wonderful experience in a magical and historic city.

Hands on Psychology

MARCH 2017

Twenty first year Psychology students enjoyed a visit to Sunderland
University for a “Brain Experience Day” where they were involved
in a range of research activities looking at the neuroanatomy
behind a number of behaviours such as perception, memory and
addiction. These activities included using perception altering
goggles, using an EEG machine and learning about Transcranial
Directional Currant Stimulation. The students thoroughly enjoyed
a hands on approach to learning many concepts that are in the A
Level Psychology specification and they even enjoyed measuring
some of their teacher’s brain activity.

Debating Matters

APRIL 2018

A team of eight students recently travelled to Leeds Beckett University to participate in the Yorkshire
Championship Debating Matters Competition organised by the Academy of Ideas. The students, who
are all part of the College’s debating society, spent several weeks preparing and researching a variety
of contemporary topics including the removal of historical monuments, privacy on the Internet and
the threat to democracy posed by populism. In the opening rounds, Kieron Warren and Sam Mackenzie
argued against the statement ‘Monuments to controversial historical figures should remain’, citing the
current situation in the USA where statues of Confederate Generals have been pulled down by younger
generations who do not agree with the views they possessed. It was then the turn of Amy Jones and
Tariro Harumbame, who debated in favour of ‘In the
digital age we should not expect our online activities
to remain private’, tackling the topical issue of the
Cambridge Analytica scandal involving Facebook.
Unfortunately, neither pairing reached the semifinals, however in the audience participation rounds,
the College’s team, also comprising of Amy Hewison,
Liz Johnson, Iain Campbell and Jess Fairhurst,
did exceptionally well and showered the other
competitors with tough questions and well-researched
counterarguments.
Commenting on the event, Amy Jones explained, “The competition is a great platform for people to share
their ideas and opinions’, whilst Tariro Harumbame added, “Debating contemporary topics provides you with
an opportunity to learn about the issues affecting society today”. Tony Dabb, Course Leader for Government
and Politics who accompanied the students to the competition, concluded, “I am so impressed with all
of the students. The articulacy and teamwork displayed by them was wonderful to see and they argued their
viewpoints logically and with confidence. They should be very proud of themselves”.

History Activities

•

The History Christmas Quiz was a great success with twenty-seven teams of four taking part in this
year’s quiz. The quiz took place in the Main Hall and there were prizes for the winning three teams.

•

There have been three History Club meetings so far in 2018: a talk on the Lessons from Auschwitz
Project in February; a guest speaker discussed the history of Cyprus in the March meeting and in April
we were visited by a professional archaeologist who told students
how to get into archaeology as a career and allowed them to look at
a range of archaeological finds.

•

Two QE History students, Emmeline Brown and Melissa Kane, will be
among the twelve QE students taking part in the Votes for Women
Centenary Event at the Hullabaloo in Darlington on 21st May 2018.

Maths, Business and Computing
Senior Maths Challenges

NOVEMBER 2017

In November over eighty of QE’s keenest mathematicians entered the annual UK Mathematics Trust
Senior Maths Challenge, the highest number of entries we have had in all the years that we have been
taking part. They achieved excellent results with 77% of those
entering receiving a certificate, compared to 60% nationally.
Altogether, QE students were awarded twelve gold, nineteen
silver and thirty-one bronze certificates. The most outstanding
achievement was that of second year Joe Wall who gained full
marks. Joe was one of only sixty students to perform to this
standard out of the thousands who took part. Joe and seven
other high-scoring students were invited to take part in the
follow-on rounds, which pose even tougher challenges of
mathematical skills and understanding. Joe Wall and Wes Chow
both qualified for Round 1 of the British Mathematical Olympiad
with Wes scoring highly enough to also be invited to take part in
Round 2.
QE also entered a team in the regional heats of the UK Senior Team Maths Challenge at Teesside
University. The team consisted of second years Joe Wall and Wes Chow as well as first years Emily West
and Harry Farnworth. The team performed extremely well scoring highly across all rounds and finished in
joint-second place.

Maths Challenge Champions

DECEMBER 2017

A team of four A Level Maths students are celebrating after reaching the final of the United Kingdom
Mathematics Trust (UKMT) Senior Team Challenge, following a victory in the regional final at Teesside
University. The team, consisting of Andrew Brown, James Morgan, James Terrill and Richard Kirkham,
competed against 15 other regional schools and sixth form colleges in three rounds to determine who
would travel to London in February to participate in the national final. The first round saw the students
work in a group of four to try and solve as many questions as possible in the time allotted. In the second
round, the team was divided into pairs and asked to complete a crossnumber, similar to a crossword
but with numbers. One pair was provided with the across clues while the other had the down clues, and
they were tasked with completing the crossnumber without communicating with the other pair. The
final challenge, entitled ‘Shuttle’, placed the group into pairs again and the answer to each question was
dependent on the previous answer. Coming joint first, QE qualified for the grand final, which will see all
of the regional winners compete for the title of national champions.
James Terrill, the captain of QESFC’s team, commented, “I was
incredibly proud of our team, not only in our ability to work at
our best under immense pressure on the day, but also at how
we improved throughout our training in the weeks before the
competition. I was also really impressed not just with those on the
winning team, but by the enthusiasm and hard work of all of the
first year Further Maths students who took part in the training
and selection process”. Laurie March, teacher of Maths who
accompanied the students to the regional final, concluded,
“The students were very calm and had fun, whilst also treating the
competition seriously and competitively. They made an excellent
impression on the teacher marking their work, who was very
complimentary about them. We’re all looking forward to the final in London”.

Maths Inspiration

JANUARY 2018
A group of first year Maths students enjoyed a visit to Northern
Stage in Newcastle-upon-Tyne in late January to see the Maths
Inspiration show. Maths Inspiration is one of the largest Maths
enrichment programmes for teenagers in the UK and it gives them
a chance to experience some of the UK’s most inspiring Maths
speakers presenting mathematics in the context of exciting, realworld situations.

University of Leeds A Level Maths Day
MARCH 2018
In March, a group of 20 students attended A Level Maths Day, part of the Festival
of Science at The University of Leeds. Students from first year Maths and Further
Maths classes enjoyed the opportunity to visit the main university campus where
the activities included a ‘hands-on’ maths session in the maths department, the
WP Milne sixth form lecture ‘Are Large Databases Good For Your Health?’, a talk
about studying maths at Leeds University and a tour of the campus.

Making her Mark in Management

MARCH 2018

A Level Business student Evie Ball triumphed against 1900 applicants to secure a Retail Management
Apprenticeship with Marks and Spencer (M&S). Having applied late last year, Evie was invited to an
interview day at the company’s Metro Centre branch
along with 11 other candidates where she participated
in a group discussion, data analysis presentation and
role-play exercise, which explored the day-to-day
scenarios retail managers face. Following a one-to-one
interview, Evie discovered that she had been successful
in obtaining the apprenticeship and will begin her career
with M&S in Leeds this September, managing her own
area of the city centre store.
When Evie completes her 18-month long apprenticeship,
she will be guaranteed a position within the company
and is excited to get started. Looking ahead to the future,
she commented, “I had always assumed that I would go to
university after my A Levels and had even finished my UCAS
application to study Marketing Management. However, I
have always enjoyed the concept of working and when I found this apprenticeship, I knew that I would regret
not completing an application. I fully intend on using my apprenticeship to help me ascend the career ladder”.
Evie is a prime example of how gaining A Levels can lead to competitive and high quality apprenticeships
as well as prestigious university courses.
Kevin Fields, Teacher of A Level Business, added, “We are so pleased that Evie has successfully obtained
the M&S Retail Management Apprenticeship position. She has been an excellent asset to the A Level Business
course and we wish her every success for the future”.

Science, Sport and Leisure
Spectroscopy Sensation

SEPTEMBER 2017

A Level Chemistry students enjoyed a visit to Northumbria University to participate in its annual
Spectroscopy Day. The day began with an introductory presentation on the concept of spectroscopy
delivered by a member of the university’s academic staff. Students were then able to complete practical
experiments using advanced equipment and chemicals. These included making an ester with an
unknown alcohol and then having to use infrared spectroscopy to identity the alcohol, in addition to
getting to grips with various purifying and distillation techniques. Students were also introduced to new
analytical techniques, such as thin-layer chromatograph, often used in synthetic chemistry.
Student, Oliver Excell, who aspires to study Biochemistry at university, commented, “I found the day
extremely enjoyable and interesting to work in a university laboratory and using more sophisticated methods
and equipment, such as the mass spectrometer. The experience has definitely furthered my desire to study
Biochemistry at university and to work in a professional laboratory
full-time”.
Julia Magnall, Chemistry teacher, added “As teachers, we find that
the Spectroscopy Day is an ideal opportunity for students to develop
their employability skills as they have to communicate with the
staff at Northumbria University, listen to instructions carefully and
follow the precautions identified by risk assessments. Our students
thoroughly enjoyed the challenge of being in a university laboratory
with new equipment and techniques to master and their practical
skills developed nicely”.

Future Medics Enjoy Hands-on Experience

SEPTEMBER 2017

A Level Biology and Chemistry students enjoyed a visit to Sunderland University to take part in a
Biosciences Careers Day. Students were given a talk on the range of careers available to graduates
with a biosciences degree, followed by practical sessions in the lab. Students were able to apply their
knowledge in a histology practical where they applied techniques used in hospitals to stain tissue
samples to help diagnose disease such as cancer. Further sessions covered the use of spectrophotometry
to diagnose patient samples to find out which patient was having a heart attack and a Healthcare Science
session looking at the diagnosis, biology and genetic basis of sickle cell anaemia.
Student Lara Bapir, who is applying to study Medicine, said,
“This was an excellent opportunity for us to work in a university
laboratory, using more sophisticated materials and equipment –
we were given an actual case history to review and then learn how
frozen tissue samples are used in the diagnosis of illness.”
Fellow student Dominic Munns, who is applying for biomedical
science, added, “I really enjoyed the lab work, it helped us to
understand the need to ensure that machines and all chemical
components work correctly in order to diagnose serious conditions
in patients.”
Liz Bryan, HE/Careers Adviser, added, “This was an excellent day for our students who are all considering
entering the health sciences, including medicine. Not only did it give them the opportunity to extend their
scientific knowledge, it also gave them the opportunity to develop their practical and teamworking skills.”

Students Experience the Magic of Kynren

OCTOBER 2017

A Level Travel and Tourism students benefitted from a ‘behind the scenes’ tour from staff and volunteers
at ‘Kynren’ in Bishop Auckland. ‘Kynren’ took place over the summer and was the largest outdoor show
in the UK. It told the story of 2000 years of the history of Britain
and involved over 1500 cast and crew and many animals including
horses, donkeys and even geese!
The students had the opportunity to learn about the organisation
and running of such a large scale tourism event taking place on their
doorstep. They visited the technical control room and watched how
some of the magic was made including a building rising from water
and being surrounded by smoke. One of the students’ favourite
parts of the tour was meeting some of the horses and being shown
how they are trained to be close to fire. The visit to the costumes
department was also very popular. The students really enjoyed the
visit, especially as the ‘Kynren’ staff were so enthusiastic about the
whole project.
Student Grace Smith commented, “I loved seeing the animals and
getting to go behind the scenes like the controls for lights etc. I have
never heard of the show before but now, after going on the tour and
learning about it, I would definitely go and pay to watch the show!”
Julie Vickerman, Teacher of Travel and Tourism, added, “Visits out of College and connections with local
organisations such as Kynren really add to the whole college experience and education of the students.”
Anne-Isabelle Doulon, the CEO of Kynren, followed up the day with a visit to QE to speak to students
about the running of such a large scale event and the impact on the local economy, people and
environment.

Odd Things to Measure

NOVEMBER 2017

In November, a group of A Level Physics students attended a lecture by Andrew Hanson entitled ‘Top 10
Odd Things to Measure, PLUS the Measurement of Colour’. The presentation featured a brief discussion
on the top 10 strangest things the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) has measured, before Andrew
elaborated on his own area of expertise, colour measurement. As the former Chairman of the Colour
Group of Great Britain, Andrew has been professionally measuring colour for 25 years and built the
world’s first national standard telespectroradiometer, which calibrates the colour of visual display units.
Throughout the lecture, students obtained invaluable information, including advice on the study of
colour, and the event concluded with a brief question and
answer session, allowing Andrew to share the intrinsic details
of his experience with colour measurement.
The students thoroughly enjoyed the presentation,
commenting that Andrew’s enthusiasm shone through
making the talk more dynamic. One student added “The talk
added new knowledge to my psychological understanding about
colour” whilst another explained, “The lecture showed me that
Physics plays a more important role in society than what I initially
thought”.
Upon concluding his presentation, Andrew summed up
his visit to the College by saying, “It was a pleasure to talk in such a beautiful room to such a packed and
interested audience. I have never been asked about tachyons at these talks before; you’ve got some great
students there who will go far”.
Brian Wardle, Course Leader of A Level Physics, concluded, “Andrew delivered a fantastic and inspiring talk,
which enthused our students. He literally blinded us with science”.

Christmas Food Bank Delivery

DECEMBER 2017

A Level Travel and Tourism students organised a delivery to St.
Andrew’s Church Food Bank in Darlington ready for families
to collect in the run up to Christmas. The food bank, situated
on Haughton Road, distributes an average of 12 bags a week, totalling
approximately 160 items and they are always very grateful for any donations
made, particularly during the festive season. The students, who completed
this wonderful act of kindness as part of their Travel and Tourism coursework,
worked with members of staff from the College to collect as many donations as
possible before making their delivery during the final week of term. Among the
food provisions gathered were bags of sugar, non-perishable tinned fruit and
vegetables and packets of biscuits.
Nancy Wall, Course Leader for A Level Travel and Tourism, commented, “It’s hard to believe that in this day
and age we need food banks, but we do. The students worked really hard to collect money and food in order to
provide a better Christmas for families in Darlington”.

To Give Rather than Receive
DECEMBER 2017
A Level Travel and Tourism students worked with Darlington
Town Mission and Ventress Hall Care Home to organise and host a
Christmas social event for older members of the local community.
Joined by Dunn Street Primary School from Jarrow, the visitors
enjoyed lunch, entertainment and a Christmas carol service with
the theme of the afternoon being ‘to give rather than receive’.
Darlington Town Mission was founded over 100 years ago and the organisation strives to combat
loneliness and isolation among the older generation, with the College’s Christmas event being a perfect
opportunity for the care home residents to socialise and take part in festive activities.
Nancy Wall, Course Leader for A Level Travel and Tourism, commented, “1.2 million people will spend
Christmas alone this year and it’s important that we all take care of our local community. This event is just
a small way that the College can help Darlington Town Mission with their aim of combatting loneliness”.
Student Alicia Hutchinson, who aspires to work as a nurse in the future, added, “I loved being a part of the
event. Organising something like this for older members of the community was great, and it allowed us to give
something back to our local area”.

Posting Cards with Post Pals

DECEMBER 2017

BTEC Sport & Leisure and A Level Travel & Tourism students worked with the
charity Post Pals to send Christmas cards to young people throughout the UK
with life-limiting conditions. The organisation, established in 2002, aims to
provide support and friendship to ill children and their siblings by delivering
cards and little gifts and has the endorsement of TV presenter and radio DJ,
Fearne Cotton. In total, the students from QE sent over 100 cards wishing the
children a happy Christmas and letting them know that people are thinking of
them during the festive period.
Nancy Wall, Course Leader for Travel and Tourism, explained, “At Christmas,
it’s really important to remember that there are people who are going through
extremely difficult times and often just a small gesture from somebody else can mean so much”.
Sport and Leisure student Marcus Hunton added, “The fact that something so little can make such a big
difference is great. We should all think about doing something extra for others at Christmas”.
Marie Hedley, Teacher of Travel and Tourism, concluded, “The students this year have supported a number
of different events to help those who are less fortunate than themselves. They should be extremely proud of
themselves”.

Supporting St. Teresa’s

DECEMBER 2017

BTEC Sport & Leisure and A Level Travel & Tourism students
completed a leaflet drop on behalf of the town’s Rotary
Club, encouraging families to have their real Christmas trees
collected for recycling in January in exchange for a donation to
local charity, St. Teresa’s Hospice. Every year, Darlington Rotary
Club strives to raise as much money as possible for the charity,
which is renowned for the fantastic care of its patients and their
families. The students delivered over 1200 flyers to households
in the surrounding area, including the outskirts of Mowden
and Cockerton, before returning to College and promoting the
scheme amongst members of staff.
Nancy Wall, Course Leader for Travel and Tourism, explained,
“We chose to support this cause because the hospice helps so
many local residents, not only their patients but also family and friends. The students made a fantastic effort
and were able to distribute an enormous amount of leaflets”.

Physics Trip to Durham University

MARCH 2018

Seven second year Physics students took part in the first International Hands-On Particle Physics
Masterclass at the Institute for Particle Physics Phenomenology (IPPP) at Durham University in March.
During the morning there were short lectures from PhD students about particle physics, the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) and how new particles are discovered. After lunch there was a hands-on data
analysis activity using real data from the ATLAS experiment at the LHC at CERN. The day concluded with
a live video-conference with other Masterclasses at other research centres around the world and with
scientists working at CERN.
Student Morgan Cox said afterward, “I really
enjoyed the day, learning a great deal and
developing a deep involvement to particle
physics. Not only have I been more confident in
my abilities and succeeding in the classroom,
I have also loved teaching my grandpa, who
is an engineer with a physics degree about
particle physics, as when he was at university
they were only just beginning to understand
these things. A really fun and interesting
experience.”

Chemistry Competition

APRIL 2018

Students Jill Mitchell, Elena Capbun and Will Harwood took third place in a closely fought competition
in the North East Schools Analyst Event 2018, a prestigious regional event organised by the Analytical
Division of the Royal Society of Chemistry. They had to complete a series of practical determinations
based on chemistry problems relevant to industrial and social needs. The students were judged on their
safety, teamwork, understanding and accuracy.

Maths for Life

APRIL 2018

In April, Sarah Horley, Customer Support Manager at Darlington
Building Society, gave talks to the GCSE Maths students about
financial awareness. Students learnt from real-life examples about
common forms of credit, mortgages and strategies for avoiding debt.

Easter Sports Events

APRIL 2018

Easter arrived early for pupils at Dunn Street Primary School,
Jarrow, and Stanhope Barrington Church of England Primary
School, Bishop Auckland, when A Level Sport and Leisure
students hosted an Easter themed sports and activities day.
Games included an Easter egg hunt, Easter bunny dress up
and tag rugby with an emphasis being placed on having
fun, whilst also keeping fit and leading a healthy lifestyle.
The day concluded with the children each being awarded a
personalised certificate and goodies to take home.
Student Ben Pawlett commented, “It was a great experience
going out to the schools and teaching the pupils about sport
and exercise. Everyone was a winner during the event, both the
children and us”.
Paul Carroll, Teacher of Sport and Leisure, added, “It was wonderful to see our students working so well with
the school children, they thoroughly enjoyed the activities and learnt about the importance of taking regular
exercise. A lot of thought and preparation was put in by the students at such a vital stage of their course, we
are extremely proud of them”.

Supporting Sport Relief

APRIL 2018

Students at QE are always proud to support charity events
and Sport Relief 2018 was no exception. This year, the Sport
and Leisure department organised three lively, lunchtime
activities to raise money for this wonderful cause and
encourage both students and staff to inject some physical
exercise into their daily routines. The first activity was
a dodgeball competition with ten teams participating,
including a team of staff members. After a fierce battle,
the B Team Football Boys emerged as the overall winners.
A Zumba session took place the following afternoon, with
students and staff being guided by PE teacher, Jane Spink,
in an energetic lunchtime workout. Finally, the College
took part in the Sport Relief Mile, using the local area to
contribute to the nationwide campaign and complete as many laps as possible in the time allotted.
Student Emily Makepeace explained, “It was great to see members of the College working and competing
together for such a good cause. Everybody enjoyed the events and put a lot of effort in to ensure their success”.
Paul Carroll, Teacher of Sport and Leisure, added, “The students demonstrated brilliant planning skills
throughout the week, organising a variety of activities that suited everybody’s taste. The events will contribute
greatly to their overall Sport and Leisure coursework grade and they managed to raise a significant amount
for Sport Relief. They should be extremely proud of themselves”.

A Busy Year for Geographers
During the 2017/18 academic year, the Geography
department took 81 students to the Lake District on
residential fieldwork, which is now an integral part of the
new A Level specification. The students spent three days in
the western lakes experiencing a variety of different practical
data collection exercises ranging from urban environments
to sand dunes. The students then had the opportunity to
process the data during evening classes led by staff. This is
an essential part of the course and prepares the students for
their individual coursework element in the new specification.
Students have always enjoyed the experience and is an
opportunity for them to develop wider friendships as well as
experience practical geography outside the classroom. It is
also seen as a fantastic opportunity to develop and enhance
employability skills. Students have to plan in advance certain
aspects of the fieldwork experience as well as work alongside
others in a hazardous outdoor environment. During the trip
students have to use initiative, consider aspects of health and
safety, work under pressure and solve complex problems,
which are all essential skills within the workplace.
In October, all first year geography students took part in a full
day’s urban fieldwork in Darlington where they collected data
on various aspects of urban landuse across the whole town.
Working in small groups they explored opportunities for their
individual 4000-word investigation and reinforced ideas learnt
in the classroom.
In addition to this all second year students also experienced
two additional days that focussed on urban geography in
Teesside and coastal geography along the Durham Heritage
coast. The two days allowed second years to review major
elements of the course and observe both physical and human
geography in the field, which was an excellent opportunity in
the lead up to their final exams.
In total, across the 2 years, students studying geography have
had the opportunity to spend 6 full days outside of college
in a practical setting. This is 2 full days above the exam board
requirements.
During the final term we have welcomed ex QE Geography
students into the department to talk to first year students
about their experiences doing a variety of Earth Science
related undergraduate courses. A further input to this session
came from the Geography department’s employer champion,
Jon Shelley, from the Environment Agency. QE Geography and
Geology students have found this a very useful and insightful
opportunity, which helps kick start their individual research
for their UCAS application. New to this year we have invited in
Leeds Beckett University who will deliver a session that looks
at aspects of Human Geography and Urban Planning and
what these degrees involve and how students can best prepare themselves for further study.
Also this year the department have continued to develop our employability links with the Environment
Agency, where for the first time 2 students will be taking part in a week’s work experience in Newcastle.
They will join a variety of inter-disciplinary teams, looking at the current projects that are on-going.

Miscellaneous
Triumph at the Darlington Vibe Awards

JUNE 2017

QE students were honoured at the Darlington Vibe Awards in July for their contribution to the arts,
community and achievements against the odds in learning.
For the category of ‘Achievements against the odds in Learning’, Alycia Leach achieved both a Vibe Award
and a Star Vibe Trophy and has already won the ‘Exceptional student’ category at the Best of Darlington
Awards 2017. Alycia struggled with spinal problems and missed a lot of Year 10 due to extensive
appointments at Great Ormand Street Hospital. She gained excellent AS results in her first year of QE and
has won a place to read History at Cambridge University. She has shown great determination in overcoming adversity and is a very worthy winner.
Circus Villains won Vibe Awards for their Contribution to the Arts. Circus Villains is a Darlington based
band on the verge of national success. Three of the band – Matty Fisher, Luke Taylor and Bob McKenzie
met on the Popular Music course at QE. They went on to recruit Daniel Skillbeck and soon started to play
professionally around town and
venues such as The Forum and
Voodoo Café. The band write,
record, and release their own
material and have played dozens
of gigs across the North East. They
have done so much already to
promote the Arts in Darlington
and beyond and thoroughly
deserve their awards.
The QE Female Football Activators,
Lauren Naisbitt, Lauren Kent, Laura
Summers and Ella Brewster all
received a Vibe Award and a Star
Vibe trophy for their category of
Contribution to the Community.
The students have been at
the heart of a Darlington and
nationwide initiative to increase
opportunities for primary school
girls to play football. The SSE Wildcats Girls’ Football club opened at QE in conjunction with Darlington
Football Development Hub, a collaboration between QE and Darlington Spraire Lads and Lasses FC in
March 2017. The students have been invaluable in assisting in bids and selection processes, marketing
and promoting the programme and coaching the sessions. They are tremendous role models to the
young players and outstanding young leaders. They give up their time volunteering for Wildcats
alongside their A Level studies. All four are exceptional students and worthy winners.
Jonathan Raiseborough, a previous Vibe Award winner, also attended the celebration evening. He
was invited to the stage to explain how much his life had changed since last year. He is now working
with Peter Barron as an illustrator on his new children’s book ‘Snowdrop The Spikeshuffler’, alongside
completing his Foundation Art course at QE. Peter met Jonathan at the Vibe awards and they soon saw
the potential to work together on this new project. This is the start of a wonderful career for Jonathan
and it seems achieving a Vibe Award helped him along the way.
Assistant Principal Lisa Bates commented, “QE students have excelled at the Vibe Awards this year. We are all
incredibly proud of them; they thoroughly deserve the recognition for their hard work and dedication in each
of their respective categories.”

Best of Darlington Success

JUNE 2017

QE students and staff were honoured at the annual Best of Darlington Awards for their outstanding
achievements in 2016-17. The ceremony, hosted in the town’s Dolphin Centre, was a glitzy evening with
entertainment and an array of awards to celebrate the work of a wide range of individuals, community
groups and businesses. The town’s MP, Mayor and other dignitaries were in attendance to hear about the
success of QE’s students and staff and the evening was thoroughly enjoyed by the winners, shortlisted
nominees and their guests.
Alycia Leach won the ‘Exceptional Student’ category. Alycia, who has struggled with spinal problems and
missed most of Year 10 due to extensive appointments at Great Ormond Street Hospital, gained excellent
AS results in her first year of QE and has won a place to read History at Cambridge University. She has
shown great courage and determination and is a very worthy winner.
The other shortlisted students
in this category were also
from QE. Owen Dickinson
has remained positive
and enthusiastic about his
studies and College life
in spite of having several
operations due to having a
genetic condition; Kallman’s
syndrome. Ebony Chaplin has
managed her mental health
issues including anxiety and
panic attacks in order to
remain successful at QE. Both
Owen and Ebony thoroughly
deserve to have their
achievements recognised in
this way.
James Crossley was an extremely deserving winner of the ‘Academic Excellence’ award. James left QE in
the summer of 2016 having gained 3 A* grades in A Level Maths, Further Maths and Physics and a grade
A in A Level Geography. James progressed to Cambridge University to study for a degree in Engineering.
Rogan Clark, another ex QE student, was also shortlisted in this category. Rogan gained 4 A* grades
at A level in Chemistry, Further Maths, Maths and Physics and is currently studying Physics at Oxford
University.
Mel Stand was announced as the winner of the “Exceptional Care” category. At QE, Mel runs the REACT
Club where students are able to discuss and act upon important issues such as being involved in
Amnesty International’s letter writing campaign to people who are falsely imprisoned. Mel also works for
Darlington Area Church Youth Ministry and organises a drop in session for QE students.
Isha Shakir and Karis Charley were both shortlisted in the “Exceptional Young Volunteer” category.
Isha has worked for the Citizen Advice Bureau, runs a religious hatred awareness campaign in Bishop
Auckland and has given talks and organised workshops in primary and secondary schools. Karis has
worked with the charity Fixers to produce and distribute a booklet that educates people about epilepsy.
Both students are incredible young people who have had a positive impact on the lives of many others.
In the “Performance in Sport” category, Hannah Featherstone was shortlisted for being one of the best
swimmers in the country. She has represented Team GB at the highest level and has won many medals
including 2 silver and 2 bronze at the Baku European Games.
Vice Principal Laurence Job commented, “QE students and staff have once again shone at the Best of
Darlington Awards. They all thoroughly deserve to have their achievements recognised in the town and
everyone at QE is incredibly proud of them.”

Marvelling at Medicine

JULY 2017
Prospective medics at QE were invited to
the launch of the new operating theatre
suite at Darlington Memorial Hospital.
The A Level students were given a tour
of the new theatres and bereavement
centre and had the opportunity to talk to
members of staff, including theatre nurses,
anaesthetists and surgeons. They were also
shown how the medical equipment, used
for laparoscopic surgery, works. One of the
Theatre Sisters gave them an overview of
how different members of the team work
together both pre and post-operatively.

Susan Krakue, a first year student at QE
intending to apply for Medicine, said, “I was
amazed at the technology that the surgeons and staff are required to use, also the size of the operating theatre
– it was great to see how excited the staff were about it opening next month to its first patients”.
Catherin Wiseman, who has an offer to study medicine at Newcastle University added, “I was so pleased
that I had the opportunity to visit and see the inside of a modern theatre. The staff I spoke to were very
informative about just how far surgical procedures have developed”.
Jill Foggin, Communications Officer at County Durham & Darlington NHS Foundation Trust, added, “We
were delighted that the students were able to share our excitement at the launch of this prestigious facility
where around 10,000 surgical procedures will take place annually, including life-saving cancer operations
and joint replacement surgery, which enable people to maintain mobility and be pain free. We hope that the
students who were able to come along, and others from QE, will be members of our team in the future.”

Former QE Student Helps Love
Islanders Dazzle
JULY 2017
Jenna Meek, former QE and A Level Art student, was the mastermind
behind TV’s Love Island’s glittery body paint, dazzling both the stars and
viewers. Her company, The Gypsy Shrine, was invited to the famous villa
to create sparkling designs for the islanders to wear during their Glitter
Party, which aired on Wednesday 19th July.
Launched in 2016, Jenna has been amazed at how popular The Gypsy
Shrine has become, which is partnered with retailers Topshop and Pretty
Little Thing and a regular visitor to festivals such as Glastonbury and
Coachella. Crediting her parents for her motivation and self-belief, Jenna
is now in the process of taking her company to both Europe and USA.
Vice Principal Laurence Job commented, “We are so proud of what Jenna
has accomplished since leaving QE and hope The Gypsy Shrine continues to
grow and grow. We wish her every success for the future.”
For more information on the products and services offered by The Gypsy
Shrine, please visit their website: http://www.thegypsyshrine.com/

Overall Results

AUGUST 2017

Students and staff celebrated another year of excellent A Level results in 2017. The A Level pass rate was a
wonderful 99.2% with a high grade rate (A*,
A and B grades) of over 57%. 29 students
attained 4 A*/A grades with a further
51 students being awarded 3 A*/As; an
incredible achievement.
Cameron Brown from Darlington achieved
4 A* grades in English Literature, Law,
Politics and Extended Project. In the
Autumn, he will go to University College
London to study English. Harry Iveson from
Leyburn received 4 A* grades in Chemistry,
Further Mathematics, Mathematics,
and Physics. Andy McBride, also from
Darlington, is going to study Mathematics
at Warwick University after attaining 4 A*
grades in Further Mathematics, Geography, Mathematics and Extended Project.
Tom Moody from Hartlepool achieved 4 A* grades in Further Mathematics, Mathematics, Physics and
Extended Project to secure his place to study Electronic Engineering at Southampton University. Beth
MacNamara from Richmond enjoyed similar success with 3 A* grades in Economics, History and Politics.
She will study History and Politics at Oxford University. Francesca Blyth from Stockton will study Law at
York University after achieving 3 A* grades in English Literature, History and Psychology and an A grade
in Extended Project.
Principal Tim Fisher commented, “These tremendous results are the product of a huge amount of hard work
by students and staff at QE. Our students thoroughly deserve their success and can now look forward to very
bright and rewarding futures.”

Young Citizen of the Year Achieves Further Success
AUGUST 2017
Sharifah Rahman, an exceptional former QE student, is to continue her interest in politics by studying the
subject at Newcastle University after securing excellent A Level results in Geography, Law and Politics.
Sharifah, the winner of the Young Citizen of the Year at the Best of Darlington Awards in 2016, is an
inspirational young woman who is making a real difference in her community due to her commitment to
challenging prejudices, stereotypes and misconceptions.
Being a victim of hate crime and knowing the hurt it brings, Sharifah felt motivated to do something
about it. She didn’t believe in sitting back and doing nothing but wanted to bring about change. She and
two friends visited a local school and held educational Question and Answer sessions about Islam and
what it’s like being a Muslim with the aim of helping to break prejudices.
With the support of Darlington MP Jenny Chapman, Sharifah established the beginning of a Peace
Campaign. BBC Tees gave radio time to raise awareness of the campaign and Sharifah was able to speak
about the effects of hate crimes on victims and the need to eradicate such crimes by communities
coming together. Durham Constabulary and PCC Ron Hogg have also shown their support. Sharifah has
also recently set up a Stand Up to Racism group in Darlington.
In her gap year between College and taking up her place at Newcastle University, Sharifah has continued
her passion for social and political activism with further strategies and campaigns to combat hate crime,
including making a speech in Newcastle at a vigil for the victims of the Finsbury Park attack.
Vice Principal Laurence Job commented, “Sharifah is a remarkable young woman. She has a tremendous
amount of drive and energy and I am delighted that her excellent A Level results have enabled her to study at
university a subject she feels so passionate about. She has a wonderful future ahead of her.”

Future Engineers Eiscover Engineering with Jacobs
NOVEMBER 2017
Three Future Engineers from QE enjoyed a week on placement
in November with Jacobs Engineering. The students followed
a planned programme of talks and workshops, gaining insight
into a range of engineering disciplines and entry routes
including process, electrical control & instrumentation, civil,
mechanical and mining & minerals engineering. They developed
their teamwork, design and problem solving skills through
many different practical activities, also testing out their ICT skills
by using CAD. The week culminated in students giving a presentation to senior managers, engineers,
teachers and parents/carers about their experience; an opportunity to showcase what they had learned.
Andrew Brown, a first year student, said. “I found out about many sub-categories within engineering that I
didn’t know existed and the week’s practical exercises definitely taught me about being organised, teamwork
and not giving up when things don’t go right the first time.”
Katy Feng, also a first year student, added, “The week definitely helped me to focus on which area of
engineering I want to follow, which is aerospace. Jacobs gave us some very important messages about being
able to communicate well and work with others. I really improved in confidence, having to give a presentation
at the end of the week”.
Harry Ward, a second year student who has applied to university to study mechanical engineering,
concluded, “It was a great opportunity to find out what it would be like to work within a major engineering
company such as Jacobs. Having the opportunity to speak to professional engineers about their careers was
extremely useful; I enjoyed the whole experience.”
Liz Bryan, Future Engineers Co-ordinator, said, “Our students had to go through a very competitive process
to get onto the week’s course, very similar to applying for a job. It gave them a real insight into engineering as
a career, but also the skills required to be successful.”

Sharifah Shines Again

NOVEMBER 2017

Former QE student, Sharifah Rahman, has become one of the youngest councillors in the UK after
having been elected to represent the Red Hall and Lingfield ward in Darlington at the age of eighteen.
A member of the Labour Party, she stood against representatives from the Conservative Party, Liberal
Democrats, Green Party and an independent candidate to obtain 249 votes and win the by-election on
Thursday 16th November. Throughout her campaign, Sharifah ensured that every person she would be
representing was contacted at least once, mainly through door-to-door canvassing, with full support
of Darlington MP, Jenny Chapman. Whilst studying her A Levels in Geography, Law and Politics at QE,
Sharifah campaigned endlessly against hate crime and this determination saw her named Young Citizen
of the Year at the Best of Darlington Awards in 2016. She has also become the first British Bangladeshi
Muslim woman to be elected as a councillor at Darlington Borough Council.
Describing her victory, Sharifah explained, “I am so honoured to
represent my home community and to have been elected by my
ward. This is such an exciting time to support the area I love. I feel
incredibly grateful and humbled”.
Principal Tim Fisher added, “Everybody at the College is so
incredibly proud at what Sharifah has achieved at such a young
age. Becoming a councillor at the age of eighteen is a fantastic
step for what is promising to be a hugely successful and rewarding
career. We wish her every success for the future”.

Squashing the Competition

DECEMBER 2017

A Level student Michael Andrews took a trip to Dublin in December, where he was victorious in the
Irish Junior Open Squash Tournament 2017, winning all three of his matches in the Boys U19 category.
Michael, who was placed 10th in the European
Squash Federation Boys U19 rankings, defeated
both the number one and two seeds during
the competition and has been participating in
professional contests since 2011. He is hoping to
continue his success when he travels to Edinburgh
later to compete in the Scottish Junior Open 2017,
again entering the Boys U19 category, and he will
also take part in the British Junior Open 2018 in
January. However, Michael’s main aim is to qualify
for both the European team and individual squads
following a selection process next year. Should he
be successful, he will compete against teams from
all across the continent having the opportunity to
travel to some of Europe’s most popular cities.
Reflecting upon his triumph in Dublin, Michael commented, “I’m thrilled to have won the Irish Junior Open,
it definitely made the long journey worth it. I’m now looking forward to competing in Edinburgh later this year
and hopefully qualifying for the European teams.”
Principal Tim Fisher added, “What Michael has achieved so early in his sporting career is fantastic, he has the
potential to be a future European and even world squash champion. We are incredibly proud of him and wish
him the best of luck for his upcoming competitions.”

College Cadets Conquer the Country

JANUARY 2018

QE’s Combined Cadet Force (CCF) is continuing to go from strength to strength with two students
receiving national recognition for their achievements. Regimental Sergeant Major (RSM) Harvey Duffield,
a member of the College’s CCF since starting in September 2016 and also a member of Cleveland ACF
– A Company, outlasted stiff competition from 15 of the UK’s best cadets to win the coveted title of
Champion Cadet 2017 at the National Cadet Training Centre, Frimley Park. The intense 48-hour long
competition saw Harvey participate in a wide range of different tasks including a 1.5km run, field craft
and a night-time navigation activity using only a compass and map. Following his victory, Harvey was
presented with a statuette at the concluding parade and the title of Champion Cadet 2017 adds to his
already impressive list of roles. He currently holds
the position of Lord Lieutenant’s Cadet for County
Durham and represents the region during royal and
parliamentary visits, having met Prince Richard, the
Duke of Gloucester.
Describing his time in the ACF and College CCF,
Harvey commented, “Being a member of the ACF and
CCF has allowed me to develop many transferable
skills such as leadership and teamwork. However,
to then win Champion Cadet 2017 and have the
opportunity to represent young people across the UK
is fantastic and a huge honour”.
Struan Gillespie has also been awarded for his hard
work and dedication to the Armed Forces, gaining
an Army Officer Scholarship after attending the Army Officer Selection Board at Westbury. Impressing
in two rounds of initial interviews, Struan then had to partake in a fitness test and night-time navigation
before spending three days at Westbury where he completed several other demanding challenges,

including delivering a presentation to the Army Officer Selection Board and sitting written exams in
English and Maths. Struan is one of only seventy individuals to successfully obtain this type of scholarship
and will progress to the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst to train as an army officer after university.
In addition to these achievements, the College’s CCF have taken part in a wide range of activities across
the region including the RFCA Tri-Service Climbing Competition in South Shields, competing against
units from other colleges and organisations in three rounds of rock climbing.
All of the Over 17s advanced to the semi-final and two made it to the final where Matthew Dumigan
finished third, winning a bronze medal. The cadets also travelled to Strensil Camp, York, to participate in
the CCF SAAM shooting tournament where Jack Jackson won Best Overall Shot for the North East CCF,
Harvey Duffield was crowned winner of the Third Best Shoot and the College’s B Team finished third in
the team contest.
Principal Tim Fisher concluded, “What Harvey and Struan have achieved is phenomenal and marks the
beginning of very successful careers for them both, we are so incredibly proud. The College CCF continues to
grow in popularity with over 15 new students joining this academic year and the scheme teaches lifelong skills,
which the cadets can proudly take with them into higher education and employment”.

Youth MP Joins Forces with YMCA

FEBRUARY 2018

Darlington’s MYP and QE student, Mille Tezcan, has continued to make an impact on the local
community by participating in Darlington Borough Council’s
annual Takeover Challenge. Launched in 2007 to place
young people into adult, decision-making roles within
organisations, the event provides a valuable insight into
the world of work and allows businesses to gain a fresh
perspective on important issues. Aided in her application
by Youth Participation Officer, Andrew Whittam, Mille
was successful in obtaining a place with Darlington’s
YMCA and began her day by meeting Sarah Hackett, Chief
Executive Officer of the Tees Valley YMCA. Following a brief
introduction and some advice from Sarah, Mille spent
the remainder of her time with the YMCA preparing and
serving Christmas dinner to the homeless as part of the
organisation’s Christmas Dinner Day.
Reflecting upon this eye-opening experience, Mille
explained, “I really enjoyed the day and learnt a lot about what
the YMCA actually does. The workers are extremely supportive
and you realise that people have become homeless through no
fault of their own. The event has definitely inspired me to want
to volunteer at a food bank in the future and help those who
need it most!”
As Darlington’s MYP since September 2017, Mille has campaigned tirelessly on a number of issues
including raising awareness of mental health issues and reducing the waiting times for appointments
with CAMHS. She has also been involved in the national campaign to reduce the voting age to 16 and
is now assisting the next group of candidates with their manifestos and campaigns. When asked about
what advice she would give to Darlington’s next MYP, Mille concluded, “You must try and ensure that the
voices of young people are heard in everything you do”.
Principal Tim Fisher added, “Not only has Mille strived to make a positive impact on the lives of young
people in Darlington and the UK, but she is now going beyond this and attempting to help those who are less
fortunate within society. She has a wonderfully bright future ahead of her and we wish her every success”.

Croatia Calling

FEBRUARY 2018

Ben Stephenson was invited to spend his February half term holiday in
Dubrovnik, Croatia with the most successful junior water polo club in the
world. Ben, a member of the British U19 Men’s Water Polo Team, will travel
to the Croatian city with his teammates and spend the week working with
Vaterpolski Klub Jug following a personal invitation from head coach,
Vjekoslav Kobescak. The camp will also be used as training experience for the
team for when they travel to Manchester to participate in the European U19
Championship Qualifiers in May. The British squad find themselves in Group
C, along with Greece, Ukraine and Lithuania and hope to progress to the
finals in Minsk, Belarus in August.
Ben, who also plays for Sedgefield and Sheffield Water Polo Clubs, began his
sporting career in 2009 when his swimming teacher spotted his potential
and persuaded his Mum to allow him to begin training. Coincidentally, his
teacher was George Carpenter, the founder of Sedgefield Water Polo Club
who became Ben’s coach until his retirement last year. Later this year, Ben
will represent Sedgefield again and compete in the Swim England Water Polo National Age Group U19
Championships, with the team hoping to win the title for a second consecutive year.
Principal Tim Fisher commented, “We are delighted to hear that Ben has received this invaluable opportunity
to work with one of the world’s best water polo teams. We are all looking forward to hearing how his teams do
in upcoming competitions and wish them every success.”

Student Engineer Creates the Wind of Change

FEBRUARY 2018

Alex Pepper, one of QE’s Future Engineers, has
received the commendation and backing of leading
Engineering academics in the country. For his Extended
Project qualification, Alex chose to construct a smoke
visualization wind tunnel. On a visit to Sheffield
University, he spoke to academic Dr Andrew Garrard
about his project. Dr. Garrard, an expert in this field, has
advised and supported Alex including exchanging ideas
about how his design could be improved.
Stephen Beck, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
at Sheffield University, commented, “Alex sent us some
photographs and videos of the finished wind tunnel and
members of the senior staff were enormously impressed
with what they saw. Alex not only built a functioning device that would usually only be made by experts in
the field, but also demonstrated the ability to apply a sound engineering process of initial concept design,
collaboration, delivery and evaluation.” He added, “The UK is in desperate need of more practically minded
engineers to meet the needs of our technologically developing society and we have a mission to make our
students more practical and therefore more useful to engineering employers. It is reassuring to know that
there are young people like Alex who are enthusiastic about designing and making things that work well.”
Alex, who now has an offer to study Aerospace Engineering at the University of Sheffield, said, “I have
always been focused on working with aircraft, which triggered my interest in building a wind tunnel for my
EPQ. It has been brilliant having the support of the academics at Sheffield; studying aerospace engineering
at university will fulfil my goal of wanting to do this since the start of secondary school. I am really looking
forward to learning about aircraft and spacecraft propulsion and their structural design.”
Vice Principal Laurence Job stated, “We are very proud of Alex’s success. To receive such approval from
leading university figures in Engineering is an incredible achievement. Alex clearly has a wonderful future
ahead of him in this exciting and valuable discipline. Congratulations to him.”

Diving for Success

FEBRUARY 2018

Emily Bearpark is celebrating after having won a silver medal in the Girls’ Synchronised Diving 3m
Springboard event at the Senet Diving Cup in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, in February. Representing
City of Leeds Diving Club, Emily, along with her diving partner Amy Read, competed against teams
from several other European countries to finish second in a thrilling bout, finishing only 14 points
behind the winners from Switzerland. She also travelled to Plymouth to participate in the British Diving
Championships where she took part in the 1m, 3m and synchronised categories, advancing to the final
round in both the 3m and synchronised competitions.
Emily began diving at the age of seven and has been a member of City of Leeds Diving Club for seven
years, training 16 hours a week in addition to studying for her A Levels. Now competing in springboard
1m and 3m diving, she is currently preparing for the British Elite
Junior Diving Championships in April, which she describes as one of
the biggest diving events of the year.
Reflecting upon her recent success, and looking ahead to the future,
Emily commented, “It is a cliché but if you want to be successful
at something, you must work hard. My role models are the high
performance team at the City of Leeds Diving Club because they train
relentlessly without complaining and this has definitely contributed to
their success. My aim is to compete at the Commonwealth Games and I
will absolutely be watching this year and cheering on the British team”.
Principal Tim Fisher added, “We were delighted to hear about Emily’s
silver medal win in Eindhoven, her hard work and determination is
definitely starting to pay dividends. We wish Emily every success for her
diving career and we will no doubt be seeing her in future international
competitions”.

Roll on Rio

MARCH 2018

Travelling to Brazil to experience their world famous carnival scene is a dream for many, however for QE
student Sam Ward-Hardy, this dream will become a reality in November. The budding musician, who has
played guitar since the age of eight, has been awarded a £7000 grant by the Winston Churchill Memorial
Trust to travel to Brazil and study the country’s carnivals and religious music. Following in the footsteps
of his Mum and Aunty who have also participated in the scheme, Sam will have the opportunity to work
with young people and obtain an insight into the country’s culture while pursuing his own passion for
Brazilian percussion. Upon returning to the United Kingdom, Sam
hopes to progress to university to study Music and is excited to begin
his journey, “It’s going to be amazing. I’m probably going to need to
learn Portuguese but I’m looking forward to sharing what I learn when I
come back”.
Laura Emerson Roberts, Lead Arts and Music Worker at Jack Drum
Arts, added, “I can’t think of anyone more deserving of this opportunity
and the tremendous amount of hard work Sam puts into his personal
development is reflected in his growing talent. Well done”.
Principal Tim Fisher concluded, “We are incredibly proud of Sam for
having been awarded this grant from the Winston Churchill Memorial
Trust and believe it will allow him to follow his dreams of studying
Brazilian music at an in-depth level. We can’t wait to hear about his
adventure and wish him every success for the future”.

Your Life, Your Career

MARCH 2018

For the third consecutive year, students from QE visited the
town’s Business Central complex to participate in the annual
‘Your Life, Your Career’ event hosted by the Centre for Process
Innovation (CPI). Joined by Darlington Building Society and other
local businesses, the event aims to provide advice to students
seeking apprenticeships and employment and brings together
representatives with a wealth of knowledge to share their own
experiences of the world of work. The day began with a number of
lively and interactive activities, before the students took part in a
networking session where they were given the opportunity to ask
questions about career routes and apprenticeships.
Commenting on the success of the event, Vanessa Woods, Centre Manager for Business Central
explained, “It was wonderful to work alongside QESFC and offer support to local students who are looking
to enter employment after having completed their A Levels. The entrepreneurs present were able to offer
inspirational advice and help the students realise that there exist so many exciting job opportunities, allowing
them to widen their career perspectives”. Colin Fyfe, Chief Executive of Darlington Building Society, added,
“At Darlington Building Society, we feel that it is important to share our own experiences and provide students
with a better understanding of the world of work and the careers available to them”.
Amanda Leslie, QE’s Employer Links Co-Ordinator, concluded, “It can be difficult for students to know which
career route they wish to pursue and having professionals discuss their own experiences can be incredibly
beneficial. The mentors delivered impassioned speeches and inspired our students to begin exploring their
own career aspirations, which will allow them to make informed choices when considering their future plans”.

Mock Interview Masterclass

APRIL 2018

Attending your first job interview can be a daunting experience, however a group of students from
QE were able to prepare for this important occasion by participating in a mock interview workshop
with local employers and businesses. The students, who are all hoping to secure an apprenticeship or
employment upon completing their A Levels, were asked to choose from a list of real vacancies a week
in advance, including positions in engineering, childcare, accountancy and cyber security, to research
their job roles and construct answers to potential questions. Each interview lasted 30 minutes and the
employers provided constructive feedback on how well the students performed, how prepared they
were and how to improve their CV.
Following the workshop, several employers, including representatives from Gestamp, Santander and
Clive Owen LLP, were so impressed with their interviewees that they requested copies of their CVs. One
employer commented, “The students seemed really well prepared and there are
a couple who I will definitely be looking out for during the next application
cycle”. The students have also benefitted from this positive experience
on a personal level with many now having the confidence to begin
applying for upcoming apprenticeship opportunities and using the
advice given to them in their mock interviews to ensure they are
fully prepared for the real thing.
James Byrne, Higher Education and Careers Adviser, concluded,
“For some students, this was the first time that they had found
themselves in an interview setting and I am extremely proud of how
they handled the situation. They took the event seriously and the
employers were fantastic, giving the group a real insight into what to
expect from an interview scenario. This was the first time that we have
organised a workshop of this style, however I’m looking forward to running a
similar one next year, with even more employers and students involved”.

QE Students Experience Life in Healthcare

APRIL 2018

A group of QE students enjoyed a day at Northumbria University on a “Health Alive” event where they
took part in interactive sessions for paramedic training, midwifery and adult nursing. Working in
simulation suites, including a mock-up operating theatre, students tried their hand at giving anaesthetic
and monitoring progress during an operation and post-operatively, including resuscitation techniques.
In the adult nursing session, they looked at fractures, how to treat them and gained some practical skills
applying bandages to wounds. In a virtual reality suite, the students learned about a patient’s journey
from a collapse in a night-club to delivering emergency care in an ambulance and how teamwork is
essential in any branch of healthcare.
Student Alicia Stewart said, “I really enjoyed the adult nursing workshop
as it was a very practical-based session that revealed more of the
responsibilities of a nurse. The medical dummies and their features were
so lifelike, it was hard not to believe they were an actual person”.
Fellow student Emma Chapman added, “It was a very useful and
enjoyable experience. It allowed me to participate and ask questions
about adult nursing and midwifery. The staff were very helpful and
encouraging – it has certainly helped me to decide on the career I wish to
follow for the future”.
Liz Bryan, Higher Education and Careers Adviser, concluded, “This was
a really excellent event – it highlighted to students the facilities that are
available for modern medical training and gave them the opportunity to
practise basic clinical skills”.

GSK Gains New Apprentices

MAY 2018

Students Sophie Burgess and James Wallis from QE have become two of GlaxoSmithKline’s (GSK) newest
recruits after having obtained apprenticeships with the pharmaceutical giant beginning this September.
Sophie will be working towards a Foundation Degree in Chemistry in partnership with the University of
Kent, whilst James will complete an advanced manufacturing apprenticeship, following a product from
its initial development to its final packaging. Both students will be based in Barnard Castle for their first
year, after which James will carry out some of his work in Ulverston,
and both had to compete against several hundred other hopefuls
in an intense application process. Following an online application
and assessment, Sophie was invited to an open day with seven other
applicants where she was tasked with delivering a presentation on a
topic of her choice and completing a group task which investigated
the solubility of a Smarties sweet in lemonade. James followed
a similar route with his group activity involving the creation of a
marketing campaign for a new toothpaste and a practical exercise
of designing a thermometer. They both then attended one-to-one
interviews, each lasting close to an hour.
Looking ahead to his new role, James commented, “I’ve always
preferred the idea of hands-on learning and GSK is a great company to
work for. I’m hoping to secure a fulltime job with them at the end of my
apprenticeship”. Sophie is also excited to get started, as she explained,
“Working for GSK will provide me with valuable experience that I’ll be
able to use throughout my professional career”.
Liz Bryan, Higher Education and Careers Adviser, concluded, “We are
very pleased with both James and Sophie’s achievements. Their success emphasises the fact that employers
value A Levels and are keen to recruit young people with good qualifications. Sophie and James will have the
opportunity to work, earn, learn and progress up to degree level”.

Rock Antics Climbing Club

A group of QE students and staff scaled new heights this year at the Rock Antics climbing wall in
Middlesbrough. The activity, organised by History teacher James Stubbs, supported students in the
development of a healthy lifestyle and mental robustness. The group visited the climbing wall every
Thursday and honed their top rope techniques along with learning safe bouldering practices. A fun time
was had by all.

